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Current-day spoken dialogue systems are tedious to interact with (Ward et al. 2005). Their naturalness and (measurable) quality of interaction can be improved through incremental (step-by-step) processing schemes that enable dialogue systems to interact continuously (Baumann 2013). However, incremental models have not yet adequately addressed the challenge of joint decision making and optimization of hypotheses across the multitude of components within a modularized system in real-time, mostly because their data-flows follow simple pipeline approaches. Ad-hoc integration of modules fails completely for distributed systems which are preferred in robotics, for research systems, and in mobile applications. This shortcoming impedes incremental spoken dialogue systems to leverage their full potential.

This project proposes to design and implement an architecture for concurrent, distributed incremental processing and knowledge representation for spoken dialogue in which components share their understanding and collaborate on the emergence of desirable dialogue behaviour. The architecture will be applied to (limited) spoken dialogue domains. Prosody and timing are key issues to successful interaction and control dialogue flow, regardless of its content. Thus, the project will focus on the interaction between speakers on the prosodic level.

1 Background

Spoken dialogue systems (SDSs) interact with human interlocutors through spoken language. Current systems are limited in naturalness and can only be used in task-based environments, where humans accept a tedious interaction in order to reach a concrete goal (like reserving a ticket). More advanced systems could also be used in conversational settings, such as (ordered by complexity) teaching, entertaining, counseling, or even more empathetic conversation, which are beyond the capacity of current systems. I aim to tackle those limitations in the interaction of current systems, which stem from their architecture and the associated mode of processing.

Due to the complexity of the task, and for psycholinguistic and cognitive plausibility (Levelt 1989), SDSs are highly modular systems, with distinct, specialized modules for different sub-tasks. In conventional systems, the interface between modules is very narrow, with full speaker turns being the unit of interaction, and information flow being limited to a classical pipeline that only passes on the immediate results. Thus, after recognizing and then understanding an interlocutor’s full turn, and then taking dialogue context into account, the best system action is determined, after which spoken output for that action is generated and then synthesized, with each step only being informed about the preceding step’s output. Such systems are limited to act only after a user turn is over (resulting in unnatural and disturbing pauses in turn-taking), are unable to react to listener feedback while delivering their own turns, and, foremost, ignore the linguistic insight that dialogue is best seen as a complex system (Larsen-Freeman and Cameron 2008). As modules cannot access the system’s information in full, decisions are taken locally and separately on input and output sides. For example, processing of speech input and output is maximally apart in a pipeline, rendering prosodic interaction impossible.
In my doctoral studies (Baumann 2013), I have worked on incremental dialogue processing, where the unit of the turn is broken up into units as small as possible at the respective level of abstraction. This increase in the granularity of processing also increases the responsiveness of system interactions and builds on the fact (and allows to model) that dialogue is a collaborative process (Clark 1996) in which interaction behaviour such as turn-taking emerges as a result of the behaviour of both the speaker and the interlocutor (Thórísson 2008). In the architecture underlying my work (Schlangen and Skantze 2009) information is interchanged in the form of minimal units of information (IUs) which are interlinked to form a network that evolves over time, reflecting the accumulation of understanding in the system. Apart from implementing incremental processing, the IU network somewhat opens up the black-box approach of conventional systems, as all the knowledge of the system is available via links in the IU network.

The model as implemented so far (Baumann and Schlangen 2012) focused on incremental processing only and does not remove the principled limitations of the pipeline architecture: it lacks systematic ways for modules to influence other modules apart from the one that immediately follows in the pipeline. While data is readable in the network, manipulation of data across module boundaries is so far ad-hoc, non-generic and error-prone. It has become clear that further advancements in dialogue behaviour require more elaborate and collaborative inter-module communication. However, multi-directional communication radically complicates the architecture, especially given the modular and incremental processing paradigm, in which modules process concurrently and as autonomously as possible, changes to hypotheses are abundant, and there is pressure to act in real-time. Investigating these problems and finding solutions for them is the target for the present project.

2 Project goal

The goal of the project is to re-formulate the previously developed architecture and toolkit for incremental spoken dialogue processing as a distributed, object-based database management system that is tailored towards the needs of an incremental spoken dialogue system.

Specifically, the architecture will implement transactions to allow a module to alter the network of incremental units as a whole (instead of only the units it created itself), without interfering with other modules or loosing consistency. Transaction priorities and update notifications will have to be managed as they result from real-time pressure (e.g. changing how an ongoing utterance is being spoken is possible only up to a certain time in advance) and this pressure should be handled gracefully by the architecture and its components (e.g. by slowing down, or hesitating, or performing some other ‘cover-up’ as necessary), relating this work to the area of anytime algorithms (Dean and Boddy 1988). Finally, transactions may fail and the system will have to handle such cases. Ideally, the system should not have a central arbiter but instead will be implemented using distributed database management (known as ‘NoSQL’ databases; Cattell 2011). Distributed databases cannot support all ACID properties of transactions, and ideal trade-offs for the incremental use-case have to be found.

The system will support to share and synchronize ‘ownership’ of data among modules and thus the collaboration of multiple processing modules to produce emergent behaviour, begging the question of the ‘correct’ middle-ground between modularity and tight coupling in spoken dialogue processing, which will be investigated as part of the project, in the domain of incremental prosody modelling.

This project proposes an ‘evolutionary’ approach that extends my previous work, namely the software toolkit InProTK which is being used at several institutions world-wide and, even though it is free and open-source software, is highly linked to my person. Supporting and extending it is part of my longterm plans. As InProTK also is the foundation of the envisaged system, some resources will be devoted to maintaining and advancing its codebase. The main research focus, however, will lie on theoretical and architectural considerations and thus be driven by informatics considerations (i.e. the formulation as a database management task). The ‘measurable’ deliverables of this project will, however, be stated as proof-of-concept systems that deal with prosodic interaction between user and system, as detailed in the following section.
3 Deliverables

In order to simplify measurement of success and to provide clear targets for the project, two applications are proposed that show-case the relevant aspects of the architecture to be conceived.

**Synchronous, prosodically motivated co-completion**  
The first prototype combines incremental speech recognition, dialog flow estimation, and incremental speech synthesis with an incremental prosody model, in order to build a system that is able to speak in synchrony with a user (similarly to synchronous reading tasks; Cummins 2002), while trying to closely mimic the user’s speech (tempo, prosody, possibly accentuation details). The system will build up higher-level structure just-in-time (prosodic modelling, as well as the analyzed output from ASR) and use this structure for estimating/predicting upcoming speech. The successful interplay between prosody recognition and production requires the system architecture to support the aforementioned transaction management in the system.

A much simpler proof-of-concept for a co-completing system has been given in (Baumann and Schlangen 2011), which, however, ignored prosody and used word-by-word speech synthesis. The proposed project will build on that system but significantly extend it by including incremental and adaptive speech synthesis and real-time prosody adaptation.

Speaking in synchrony is rather a good technology test than a useful application; the demonstrator to be described next will feature a more useful capability, by extending over the present demonstrator. Furthermore, a structured, fully incremental just-in-time prosody model will be useful for speech-to-speech translation (Bangalore et al. 2012) and attempts will be made to apply it to this task in collaboration with AT&T.

**Prosodically integrated feedback placement**  
The real-time capabilities implemented by the first deliverable are useful for advanced synchronized behaviours, such as precisely aligned feedback utterances. The incremental prosody model will be put to use to select/predict plausible back-channelling opportunities (identified by backchannel-inviting cues; Gravano and Hirschberg 2009) and the system will continuously monitor its behaviour, both when giving as well as when receiving back-channel feedback.

We will test the resulting back-channelling behaviour both in corpus experiments and in a small user study. While it is well known that humans coordinate their feedback with the interlocutor I would like to investigate whether precisely aligned back-channel feedback is also rated as natural and helpful in human-machine interaction.

4 Further research directions

A natural extension to feedback placement is the ‘reverse’ task of fighting for the floor (the right to talk). While at first this may seem like uncooperative behaviour, turn-fights are indeed highly coordinated behaviour that is also managed prosodically (Schegloff 2000). A system for turn-fights (which can be useful, for example if a computer needs to convey important information to a very talkative user) is a natural successor of the demonstrators mentioned above.

The architecture will include provisions for multi-modal processing, supporting information fusion and fission, as well as concurrent processing. Actual inclusion of vision or other modalities must be left to future work, though.

One of my longterm goals is to use the incremental buildup of linguistic structure for real-time manipulations to the user’s speech and to use systematic manipulations to subjects’ speech for dialogue research, similar in spirit to manipulations of text chats in the DynDial project (Healey et al. 2003; Purver et al. 2009). However, I believe that such a system is far beyond the scope of the current project. Time permitting, I want to start to work on manipulating copy-synthesized speech in ways that are impossible to achieve for plain, surface-based voice-morphing (Ye and Young 2006), for example by altering pitch excursions for certain types of accentuations only, altering vowel/consonant proportions, inserting or suppressing material that is spoken, and the like.